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Optical Mapping of Ventricular Defibrillation in
Isolated Swine Right Ventricles

Demonstration of a Postshock Isoelectric Window After
Near-Threshold Defibrillation Shocks

Nina C. Wang, BA; Moon-Hyoung Lee, MD; Toshihiko Ohara, MD; Yuji Okuyama, MD;
Gregory A. Fishbein, BA; Shien-Fong Lin, PhD; Hrayr S. Karagueuzian, PhD; Peng-Sheng Chen, MD

Background—Investigators who studied ventricular defibrillation by use of optical mapping techniques failed to observe
an initial defibrillation event (isoelectric window or quiescent period) shown by electrode mapping studies. This
discrepancy has important implications for the mechanisms of defibrillation. The purpose of the present study was to
demonstrate an optical equivalent of an isoelectric window after a near-threshold defibrillation shock.

Methods and Results—We studied 10 isolated, perfused swine right ventricles. Upper limit of vulnerability was
determined by shocks on T waves. A 50% probability of successful defibrillation (DFT50) was determined with an
up-down algorithm. Immediately after unsuccessful defibrillation shock, new wavefronts were generated. When the
shock strength was low, immediate reinitiation of reentry and ventricular fibrillation might occur without a postshock
isoelectric window. However, if the shock strength was within 50 V of DFT50 (near-threshold), a synchronized
activation occurred, followed by organized repolarization that ended 64618 ms after shock. After a period of quiescence
(18624 ms), activation recurred 83633 ms after shock and reinitiated ventricular fibrillation. Similar patterns of
activation, including a quiescent period, were observed after shock was applied on the T wave of the paced beat that
induced ventricular fibrillation. Upper limit of vulnerability correlated well with DFT50.

Conclusions—In isolated swine right ventricles, an optical equivalent of an isoelectric window exists after near-threshold
defibrillation shocks. These findings support the idea that a near-threshold defibrillation shock terminates all activation
wavefronts but fails to halt ventricular fibrillation because the same shock reinitiates ventricular fibrillation after an
isoelectric window.(Circulation. 2001;104:227-233.)
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Mechanisms of ventricular defibrillation have been stud-
ied with both electrode and optical mapping tech-

niques. Although electrode mapping studies demonstrated a
postshock isoelectric window (quiescent period) after thresh-
old or near-threshold defibrillation shocks,1–3 optical map-
ping studies failed to show such an initial defibrillation
event.4 Depending on presence or absence of a postshock
isoelectric window, 2 different hypotheses were proposed to
explain mechanisms of defibrillation.5,6 Presence of an iso-
electric window after a failed defibrillation shock led to the
proposal that a shock terminates all activation wavefronts but
fails to halt ventricular fibrillation (VF) because the same
shock reinitiates VF. Because electrical shock applied during
a critical (vulnerable) period can induce reentry and VF,7 the
“reinitiation” scenario was also supported by the observation
that the upper limit of vulnerability (ULV) correlates well
with the defibrillation threshold in both animals8,9 and hu-

mans.10 This correlation suggests that for a shock to defibril-
late successfully, it must exceed the ULV throughout both
ventricles so that reentry and VF are not reinitiated (ULV
hypothesis of defibrillation). A postshock isoelectric window
was consistently observed in studies with electrode mapping
techniques.1 However, optical mapping studies by Kwaku
and Dillon4 did not show the optical equivalent of an
isoelectric window after failed shock. Absence of an isoelec-
tric window prompted them to propose the “progressive
depolarization hypothesis.”5 According to that hypothesis,
shocks can depolarize the ventricles, and this depolarization
may propagate immediately to continue or instigate VF.
Progressively stronger shocks achieve defibrillation by pro-
gressively prolonging and synchronizing repolarization. In
the present study, we sought to resolve apparent discrepancies
among different studies on the events that immediately follow
a defibrillation shock in isolated perfused swine right ventri-
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cles (RVs). Specifically, we sought to determine whether an
optical equivalent of an isoelectric window exists after failed
defibrillation shocks.

Methods
Tissue Preparation
Ten farm pigs (25 to 32 kg) of either sex were used in the study.
Details of this model have been reported elsewhere.11 Briefly, each
pig was anesthetized and its heart quickly removed. Right coronary
artery was cannulated and perfused with Tyrode’s solution
(3760.5°C, pH 7.460.5). RV was then excised and placed in the
tissue chamber with the epicardial surface facing up. Two Guidant
Endotak leads were placed at 2 ends of the tissue chamber.
Defibrillation shocks were delivered with a Ventritex HVS-02
external defibrillator, which delivers biphasic truncated exponential
waveform shocks of fixed-pulse duration (6 ms) and variable tilt.
Leading-edge voltage of the second (negative) phase was one half of
the residual value of the first (positive) phase. Each phase was 3 ms.

Optical Mapping
The optical mapping system used in the present study was similar to
the one described previously.12 RVs were stained for 20 minutes
with 0.5 to 2mmol/L di-4-ANEPPS (Molecular Probes, Inc) added to
the Tyrode’s solution. To reduce tissue contraction, 5 mmol/L of
diacetyl monoxime (DAM) was used. In experiments 1 through 3,
fluoresced and scattered light was collected with a charge-coupled
device camera (Dalsa, Inc) operating at'258 frames per second
(3.75-ms sampling interval) and acquiring from 96396 sites simul-
taneously over a 35335-mm2 area, which resulted in spatial resolu-
tion of 0.3630.36 mm2 per pixel. In experiments 4 through 10, the
charge-coupled device camera was programmed to acquire either
from 64364 sites at 869 frames per second (n54) or from 1283128
sites at 463 frames per second (n53).

Study Protocol
The 50% probability of successful defibrillation (DFT50) was
determined with an up-down algorithm13 with biphasic truncated
exponential waveform shocks of fixed-pulse duration (6 ms). To
determine ULV, RVs were paced at 400-ms cycle length and shocks
were delivered at varying coupling intervals (from 130 to 380 ms at
20-ms increments) after the last paced beat. ULV was the lowest
shock strength that failed to induce VF at any coupling interval. At
the end of study, RVs were incubated for 30 to 45 minutes in
phosphate-buffered (pH 7.4) triphenyl tetrazolium chloride14 (14
g/L) to determine viability.

Data Analysis
Fluorescence signals were baseline-subtracted, inverted, normalized,
and spatially averaged with the signals of 8 neighboring pixels to
reduce noise. Amplitude of the optical signals may vary from site to
site in the same tissue because of factors such as uneven distribution
of epicardial fat. To normalize the signal, we identified minimal and
maximal amplitudes for each pixel and assigned them amplitudes of
0 and 255, respectively. We rescaled all signals on that pixel
according to this new scale. Each pixel was assigned a shade of gray
between white (representing fully depolarized state) and black
(representing fully repolarized state).

For computer-assisted automatic detection of wavebreak, we
defined occurrence of wavebreak in a propagating wavelet as a point
at which activation wavefront and repolarization waveback join
together. The computer finds every adjacent pair of pixels in the
frame that crosses the average value of the data. If the intensity of the
data on which the line coincides is increasing, that edge is identified
as the wavefront and colored red. If it is decreasing, the edge is
identified as the waveback and colored blue.15 The point at which the
red line meets the blue line is a wavebreak.

Results are expressed as mean6SD. Student’st tests and Pearson
correlation coefficients were calculated to compare means between

DFT50 and ULV. ANOVA with Newman-Keuls test was used for
multiple comparisons.P#0.05 was considered significant.

Definition of Terms
Shock-induced activation:Activation directly induced or modified

by the shock.
Duration of shock-induced activation:Time interval between shock

and 50% recovery of shock-induced activation.
First postshock activation:Activation that occurs after a shock-

induced activation.
Postshock latency:Time interval between shock and onset of first

postshock activation in the entire mapped region. This interval is
equivalent to the “isoelectric window” determined by use of
electrode mapping techniques (see reference 1).

Quiescent period:Time interval between repolarization of shock-
induced activation and onset of first postshock activation. If the
latter occurred earlier than the former (no quiescent window), a
negative number was used for the quiescent period.

Type A defibrillation: Successful defibrillation without any first
postshock activation (see reference 1).

Type B defibrillation:Successful defibrillation characterized by.1
rapid postshock activation before electrical quiescence (see refer-
ence 1).

Results
In all RVs, VF was repeatedly inducible throughout the
experiment (3.861.1 hours) by shocks during the vulnerable
period. A total of 78630 shocks were given per experiment
(50614 defibrillation attempts and 36615 VF induction
attempts). ULV (3.561.0 J, 288644 V) correlated with
DFT50 (2.560.6 J, 245 V634 V).r values (n58) werer50.7
(P50.03) and r50.75 (P50.03), respectively. ULV was
significantly higher (P,0.05 for both joules and volts) than
DFT50. Triphenyl tetrazolium chloride staining showed that, in
all RVs, mapped myocardium was viable (stained brick red).

Patterns of Activation During Unsuccessful
Ventricular Defibrillation
We analyzed 409 episodes of defibrillation shocks. Among
them, 313 were unsuccessful at defibrillation. Adequate
optical maps were obtained in 108. When the shock strength
was.100 V lower than DFT50 (n537), most (n520) of the
episodes showed no quiescent period. Figure 1 shows an
example. Yellow arrows indicate direction of propagation of
a large wavefront. The wavefront (red line) 8 ms after shock
marks the border of shock-depolarized area.4 Most of the
border of shock-depolarized area failed to propagate into the
left side of the mapped region (colored blue at 27 ms),
whereas the center of the border of shock-depolarized area
continued to propagate (yellow arrow at 47 ms). This resulted
in a figure 8 pattern (66 and 74 ms, yellow arrows) without
actual reentry. Green arrows at 27 and 66 ms show wave-
breaks not seen before the shock in those locations. VF
continued and defibrillation failed (124 through 229 ms).
Figure 1B shows actual optical signals recorded during this
failed episode. These patterns of activation were almost
exactly the same as that reported in Figure 2 of a previous
study in which electrode mapping techniques were used.3

For near-threshold (within 50 V of DFT50) failed defibril-
lation (n536), a synchronized, shock-induced activation oc-
curred followed by organized repolarization. In some epi-
sodes, shocks induced locally propagated activations.16 These
shock-induced activations fully repolarized 64618 ms after
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the shock. After a period of complete quiescence for 18624
ms, activation was reinitiated 83633 ms after shock. These
postshock activations resulted in large and coherent wave-
fronts. Afterward, multiple-wavelet VF developed. Figure 2
shows an example. In Figure 2A, 2 wavefronts were moving
toward the center before shock (yellow arrows). Wavebreaks
(green arrows) were present. At the time of shock, a large
portion of the mapped area was depolarized, as indicated by
the gray scale. These patterns were followed by a period of
quiescence, during which no wavefronts were present (frames
for 43 through 58 ms). The first postshock activation occurred
as an epicardial breakthrough 62 ms after the shock (white
arrow) and propagated in the left upper direction (yellow
arrows, frames for 78 and 81 ms). This 62-ms latency
between shock and occurrence of first postshock activation is
the optical equivalent of an isoelectric window.1 Figure 2B
shows actual optical recordings obtained during the same
episode. Initial postshock organized activation soon degener-
ated back into multiple-wavelet VF. Wavebreaks were pres-
ent in frames for 271 and 294 ms. These patterns of activation
(isoelectric window followed by focal onset) were similar to
those reported in Figure 4 of a previous study in which
electrode-mapping techniques were used.3

Among unsuccessful defibrillation shocks, the first post-
shock activation in 57 episodes was nonfocal. In the remain-
ing 51 episodes, the first postshock activation contained$1
focal pattern. No difference in the shock strengths existed
between these groups (161672 versus 171659 V,
respectively).

Duration of the postshock quiescent period and latency
depended on strength of shocks. Figure 3 shows that as shock
strength gradually increased, postshock latency lengthened. A
weak positive correlation existed between shock strength and
the quiescent period (r50.32,P,0.001) and between shock
strength and postshock latency (r50.56, P,0.0001). The
latter findings were compatible with results of electrode
mapping studies.1 When shock strength was,100 V (or.50
V ,DFT50), the quiescent period was rarely observed.

Patterns of Activation During
Successful Defibrillation
We recorded 74 episodes of type A and 22 episodes of type
B successful defibrillation. Among them, 39 episodes of type
A and 13 episodes of type B shocks had adequate optical
recordings. Shock strength of type A defibrillation

Figure 1. Unsuccessful defibrillation without quiescent period. Strength of shock was 150 V, or 190 V below DFT50 in that RV. A, First
frame shows locations of the anode (1) and cathode (2) of defibrillation electrodes and 6 sites from which fluorescent signals in B
were registered. Number below each frame shows time (time of shock is time zero). A, Creation of figure 8 reentry after shock. B,
Actual optical signals registered, including that at core of reentry (site 4). Black line is time of shock; yellow highlight, postshock
latency.
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(4.9762.23 J or 304.7676.8 V) was significantly higher than
that of type B defibrillation (2.9361.43 J or 259.1654.9 V,
P,0.05) and unsuccessful defibrillation (2.1561.67 J or
196.6677.7 V,P,0.01). Type B successful defibrillation
always occurred when shock strength was within 70 V of
DFT50. Type B episodes were associated with 2.861.9
activations after shock before complete termination of all
electrical activities. The first postshock activation always
occurred after all wavebacks (blue lines) disappeared from
the epicardium. Patterns of activation after type B successful
defibrillation and those after unsuccessful near-threshold
defibrillation were similar except for duration of shock-
induced activation and activation cycle length (Table).

Induction of VF by Shocks During the Vulnerable
Period of Paced Rhythm
Patterns of activation at induction of VF were similar to that
observed after a near-threshold unsuccessful shock or imme-
diately after Type B defibrillation. Figure 4 shows a typical
example. In Figure 4A, before a 250-V shock in the relative
refractory period, RV was activated by a single large wave-
front originating from the pacing site on the lower edge of the

RV. A shock with a coupling interval of 240 ms resulted in
immediate activation of a large amount of the ventricular
tissue. Afterward, quiescence occurred over most of the
mapped region (frames for 58 through 62 ms). The first
postshock activation occurred as an epicardial breakthrough
66 ms after the shock (white arrow). In comparison, a 250-V
shock during VF in the same RV also resulted in depolariza-
tion and repolarization (frames for 0 and 8 ms, Figure 4B)
followed by a quiescent period (frames for 47 and 58 ms).
Afterward, a large wavefront originating from the right edge
of the mapped region (arrow, frame for 62 ms) reinitiated VF.
A summary of all episodes of VF induction by near-threshold
strength shocks can be found in the Table.

Discussion
Using optical mapping techniques, we found that near-
threshold unsuccessful defibrillation shocks terminated all
activation wavefronts of VF. After repolarization of shock-
induced activations, a period of quiescence occurred during
which no propagating wavefronts or wavebacks existed. VF
was reinitiated after a postshock latency (an optical equiva-
lent of the isoelectric window) by new wavefronts that

Figure 2. Quiescent period after near-threshold (200 V) unsuccessful shock. A, Patterns of activation before and after shock (time zero).
A quiescent period (frames 43 through 58 ms) was followed by epicardial breakthrough (white arrow, frame 62 ms). B, Actual optical
signals from locations in A, upper left. Black line is time of shock; yellow highlight, postshock latency.
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propagated in directions different from those of the immedi-
ate preshock activations. Similar patterns of activation were
observed after shocks that induced VF in the vulnerable
period of paced rhythm. We conclude that an optical equiv-
alent of an isoelectric window exists after near-threshold
defibrillation shocks. These findings support the notion that a
near-threshold unsuccessful defibrillation shock terminates
all activation wavefronts but fails to halt VF because the same
shock reinitiates VF after an isoelectric window.

Optical Equivalent of an Isoelectric Window
Results of the present studies were inconsistent with those
reported by Kwaku and Dillon.4,5 However, Gray et al17

reported a long postshock quiescent period (110 ms) after
unsuccessful atrial defibrillation shocks. One explanation for
these discrepancies is that the mechanisms of atrial and
ventricular defibrillation are completely different. Presence of
a long postshock quiescence in atrial defibrillation does not
necessarily mean that ventricular defibrillation is associated
with the same pattern.

A second possible explanation is that Kwaku and Dillon4

did not recognize the difference between shock-induced

activation and the first postshock activation. Shock-
induced activations propagate from the border of shock-
depolarized area4 and form wavebreaks, critical points,18

or phase singularities.19 A wavebreak, critical point, or
phase singularity induced by weak shocks could be asso-
ciated with formation of reentrant excitation leading to
induction of VF. Optical mapping could not demonstrate
an isoelectric window when weak shocks were applied
(Figure 1A). However, for near-threshold shocks, success
or failure of defibrillation was not determined by shock-
induced wavebreaks. As shown in Figure 2A, the wave-
fronts induced by the shock itself propagated and termi-
nated without inducing VF. After cessation of these locally
propagated activations, a quiescent period occurred fol-
lowed by a new wavefront that reinitiated VF. Therefore,
VF was reinitiated after all wavebreaks and wavefronts
induced directly by the shock had terminated.

A third possible explanation is that Kwaku and Dillon4 did
not analyze the differences in activation patterns according to
the strength of shocks. In Figure 6 of that report, after a
shock-induced depolarization, a period of electrical quies-
cence occurred until activation broke through, 57 ms after

Figure 3. Effects of shock strength on quiescent period and postshock latency. DFT50 of this RV was 340 V. Figure shows a compos-
ite of optical maps associated with shocks of different strengths, as indicated on left. Shock occurred at time zero. Note that with low
shock strength, no quiescent period occurred. As shock strength increased, a quiescent period became apparent and postshock
latency increased. Large yellow dot in the first frame shows location of LED light. When light comes on during shock, a black dot is
registered. Artifacts occurred on the right edge of the mapped region (red line segments at 93 ms, right lower subpanel). Artifacts were
seen only after a successful shock. A indicates type A success; B, type B success.
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shock. We propose that this latter activation is equivalent to
the first postshock activation after a strong shock1,3 and that
an optical equivalent of an isoelectric window might be
present in their studies.

Possible Mechanisms of Postshock Reinitiation of
VF After Isoelectric Window
Gray et al17 suggested that ectopic beats induced by strong
electrical shocks20 could account for the first postshock
activation. If this is true, increasing shock strength should be

associated with more ectopic activities. However, increasing
shock strength is usually associated with complete elimina-
tion of postshock activities (type A defibrillation).1

A second possible explanation for postshock activation
is a shock-induced virtual electrode mechanism.19 Al-
though virtual electrodes occur immediately after shock,
their effects on membrane potential might last until after
the end of shock. For example, wavefronts induced by
virtual electrodes could move slowly at the boundary
between hyperpolarized and depolarized regions before

Figure 4. Comparison between induction of VF from sinus rhythm (A) and induction of VF from VF (unsuccessful defibrillation, B). Time
of shock was time zero.

Characteristics of Postshock Activities in Defibrillation and VF Induction With
Near-Threshold Shocks

Type B Successful
Defibrillation

(n513)

Near-Threshold
Unsuccessful
Defibrillation

(n536)

Induction of VF by
Near-Threshold

Shocks
(n513) P

Shock strength, V 259655 246662 242649 NS

Duration of shock-induced
activation, ms

78624* 64618* 123644 ,0.001

Quiescent period, ms 20613 18624† 21629 0.039

Postshock latency, ms 98627 83633* 122655 0.007

Activation cycle length
(first 3 after shock), ms

143631 110636‡ 143622 ,0.001

*P,0.01, †P,0.05 vs induction shocks, ‡P,0.01 vs other groups.
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propagating away from this boundary at a more normal
velocity. During the slow propagation from the boundary,
an isoelectric window might be registered.

A third explanation of the isoelectric window is the
propagated graded response hypothesis.21–23 Slowly propa-
gating graded responses23 keep local membrane potential
elevated while the surrounding cells repolarize at a much
faster rate. When graded responses finally encounter fully
excitable tissue, they may reinitiate a regenerative response
long after the time of the last electrical stimulation.21–23

Because graded responses are of low amplitude and propa-
gate slowly, they might have been missed by both electrode
and optical mapping techniques.

Limitations of the Study
To reduce motion artifacts, we and other investigators4,19

used DAM or calcium channel blockers to suppress tissue
contraction. A benefit of using DAM in the present study is
that we may compare our results with those of others.
However, DAM and calcium channel blockers may alter
patterns of activation during VF by flattening cardiac resti-
tution.24 A second limitation is that optical mapping tech-
niques cannot detect wavefronts transmurally. During the
isoelectric window, wavefronts possibly could have propa-
gated outside of the mapped region and reactivated the
mapped area by transmural propagation. Shocks also could
have resulted in wavebreak and reentry in the midmyocardi-
um, which cannot be mapped with the optical mapping
techniques used in the present study. However, previous
studies with sock-and-plunge electrodes1,3 showed no evi-
dence of wavefront propagation or reentry during the isoelec-
tric window.
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